Since 2001 we support important projects in software development, electric/electronic engineering and project
management. We map business processes based on customer requirements in existing systems or implement new
solutions. Our clients come from the automotive and the finance industry. In the meantime, we have more than 160
employees at 6 locations in Germany.

Junior / Senior (m/f/d)
Leipzig

asap

indefinite

fulltime

Who are we looking for?
If you are good in engineering, software development, accounting or you have good office organization or human
resources skills – we’re looking for YOU!
We want energetic support for our project teams. This can be in hardware or software development, testing, in
project management or in the wide field of supportive office tasks like HR and organization. Anyone who speaks
good English, with a degree in economics, informatics or engineering and wants to join our team is welcome!
We would like to train you at our headquarter in Wolfsburg, Leipzig or Berlin in Germany. You will get to know the
tasks and the way of working in the automotive or financial development. We are happy if you stay with us in
Germany. But there is also the possibility that you will move to one of our future offices in Barcelona or Istanbul.

What we offer
-

indefinite employment, industry standard salary, weekly German language course
if necessary furnished apartment for transition period included
27 days annual leave increasing by 1 day each year to a maximum of 30 days
40 hours a week with flexible working hours with attendance from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Overtime is compensated in spare time
training on the job with mentor, flat hierarchies and an informal working atmosphere
various leisure events such as team events, summer party, game evenings and much more
contribution to gym fees and health/self-care activities

Contact, Information and cu soon @www.jSERVICE.de
joerg.bauermeister@jservice.de mail or phone us and leave a message at +49 152 01661 503.

Applications are welcome at
karriere@jservice.de or via our application portal at www.jservice.de.
jSERVICE GmbH, Erich-Zeigner-Allee 64, 04229 Leipzig

contact recruiting: Ms. Stephanie Heine +49 (0) 162 2196524

